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EST

By C/CMSgt Joelle Sherbeck

Egg Drop

By C/2d Lt Sam Hamilton

Engagement Skills Training (EST),
which tests the cadets’ hand-eye
coordination and precision. EST is
an exercise in which cadets are
introduced to Basic AR-15 model
rifles. These rifles are modified for
use in an educational setting, in
which the rifles are plugged into a
base which simulates the rifles firing
into electronic targets.
While within the indoor electronic
shooting bay, the cadets follow the
same safety procedures that they
would follow on a regular rifle. For
example, they are required to keep
their finger off the trigger until it is
time to shoot. Each cadet has the
chance to shoot twenty rounds, one
round per target.
C/Capt Luke Paine
Encampment Cadet Safety Officer
By C/2d Lt Sam Hamilton

My name is Cadet Captain Luke
Paine and I am the Executive Officer
for this encampment. I have now
been in Civil Air Patrol for eight
years and this will by eighth
encampment. When I joined Civil Air
Patrol my brother had already been
in for a year. I had been attending
meetings for awhile as a guest until
I could finally join. At first I was
really excited about the emergency
services but now I have also learned
how amazing the cadet programs
are too.
My job here is to manage the
support staff for encampment. The
support
staff
includes
mess,
medical,
administration,
public
affairs, general support staff, logistics, firearms, and communications.
When I am managing all of those I
deal with the issues coming up the
chain of command and take the
blame if something goes wrong.
I have worked all the way to this
position
going
through
encampments so if I had any advice
for basic cadets it would be getting
through encampment. It is going to
get tough halfway through this, we
know, but remember you are miles
ahead of the people that decided not
to show up.

Today,
the
107th
squadron
participated in EST. Afterwards they
had a chance to wear drunk goggles
and experience what it is like to be
under the influence. While wearing
the goggles, the cadets used foam
batons and attempted to duel. They
also attempted to march while
wearing the goggles, sometimes
losing cadets along the way. An
unsuccessful effort to read was also
made. Once they were done they
discussed why it’s so important to
not get intoxicated under age and
the importance of not driving while
intoxicated.
The 107th squadron consists of
Alpha, Bravo and Charlie flight. Each
flight rotated through EST, drug
goggles and flight time. The 109th
squadron will be doing these
activities tomorrow. The previous
day the 108th squadron also
participated in these activities.

This
afternoon
the
students
attended a project where they got to
advertise a mars rover. With
“around the house materials” they
created a vehicle to safely transport
an egg from a repel tower to the
ground. They had an hour and a half
to create a plan and build their
vehicle.
Once they had their “mars rovers”
close to completion, motivation
started to go through each group.
Chants started to erupt in the room
from each flight. Each flight took
their turn in this new unplanned
competition to see who was the
loudest inside the dining facility.
Once time was up and everyone
settled down the order of egg drops
was announced. Some high fives
were given and some disappointed
faces were in the crowd as they
listened to the list of who went first
in the egg drop.
Lt Col. Kost, the Encampment
Commander, gathered up every
student in the encampment and
marched them towards the egg
drop. Once they arrived each flight
volunteered one of their members to
go up the tower and hand their
project to Lt Col Kost. Every flight
had their chance and everyone was
successful but Delta.

Inspections

By C/SSgt Piper Loy

The Texas Wing Patch

Pass in Review

By C/SSgt Emma Herrington

By C/2d Lt Trevor Pawley

On the left sleeve of the cadet
uniform lies a patch. The first
shoulder patch was created in 1941,
based on the newly founded Civil Air
Patrol. it was designed primarily for
seniors, as cadet programs were not
introduced until 1942. Every wing
had their own patch, and today
some still remain that date back
from WWII.

Every day, cadets are inspected on
the integrity of their barracks,
bunks and lockers, and uniforms.
The
SET
(Standards
and
Evaluations Team) inspects cadets
on a daily basis. The basic cadets
receive a score upon which they are
graded against the standards given
the SET.
Uniforms are graded in several
ways, and cadets are held to the
highest standard. Boots must be
shined and clean, insignia properly
placed, uniforms pressed and
without strings, and hair properly
styled/trimmed. If cadets fail in any
of these respects, they are taught
the correct way to build their
uniforms.

Throughout the week, the staff and
eventually the cadets as well will be
practicing what is known as Pass In
Review
or
PIR.
Pass
In
Review is one of the most difficult
drill movements to practice and
perform as it involves the entire
encampment of cadets and flight
staff. As they practice first with the
staff by themselves and eventually
with the cadets joining them, they
The Texas Wing Patch that we so will begin to get this difficult
proudly display today was one of the movement down to the point it
patches that originated in the looks amazing.
1940’s. It is different for various
wings, but in Texas wing it is shown Pass In Review is a big tradition not
as a circular blue patch with a white just in the CAP, but also in the
star crowned by yellow wings, with actual
military
branches.
PIR
“Texas” in white at the top. traditionally is where a newly
Interestingly,
it
has
remained assigned commander inspects his
unchanged for a reason. If any wing troops. During Pass in Review,
patch was ever to be altered, it must visiting officers and guest speakers
take on the shape of a shield. This is are invited to speak and provide
why so many wings use the same inspiration and motivation to add to
patch today.
the new commander’s words.
The wing patch, like many
traditions, is a proud part of
program. It distinguishes us as
Cadets, and it showcases CAP
most respectable way.

CAP
our
CAP
in a

Bunks are graded on cleanliness,
the hospital corners, and the
organization of the dressers and
lockers. SET ensures that the bed
sheets are smooth and folded
properly, dressers are neat and
organized, and lockers are arranged
correctly.
Inspection is
instrumental for
cadet’s success in CAP. Excellence
is the core value best demonstrated
by inspections, and it prepares
cadets to lead in future staff
positions. It teaches them discipline
and proper technique that will
benefit cadets not only in their
personal lives but also in their CAP
careers as well.

Honor Flight—Hotel
Warrior Flight– Alpha

In the CAP, Pass In Review is used
as a high point of encampment, an
exciting ending to a week full of
learning, growing, and bonding with
ones flight. An ending that, once
the encampment is ended, the
cadets will be returning to their
families with exciting stories of
what all they learned and what they
got to experience with their flights.
It is also a point of which the cadets
get to show the excellence that
they have been practicing and
learning so much about through
this encampment.
The ending of PIR at graduation is
more than just marking the end of
encampment, it is marking the
beginning of a cadets journey down
the road that is their career as a
CAP cadet. A road that is filled with
potential for these newly graduated
cadets, all they have now is to
choose where to go next.

Congratulations

Cadet Hausken on winning the
drill down today. Great Job!
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